Innovation to improve your environmental strategy
IA, Big Data and monitoring
Measure, plan and monitor your actions with reliable data

Our data and scientist experts help you in your projects. You work in a public or private companies and you’re in charge of environmental projects, you need to analyze, to take decisions and to set up actions in order to reduce pollution or to preserve biodiversity?
GAIN EXPERT ADVICES TO IMPROVE STRATEGY
WATER CONSUMPTION RELATED TO THE TOURISM ACTIVITIES, BALI 1975-2015

Key indicators
- Open data
- Satellites
- Statistics and reports from Bali Tourism Office, Indonesian Governments and Colliers International

Results
- Maps
- Analysis
- Estimation

Support decision making
- Enable local authorities to act in accordance with the principles of sustainable tourism.
- Certify and support tourism companies in their efforts along the tourism value chain.
- Inform travelers who wish to avoid tourist centers and have unique travel experiences in less traveled areas.

SDG
- Clean Water and Sanitation (6)
- Sustainable Cities and Communities (11)
- Responsible Consumption and Production (12)
GAIN EXPERT ADVICES TO IMPROVE STRATEGY
DATA DASHBOARD MEDITERRANEAN COUNTRIES - EUROPE (ESA)

Key indicators

Results

DASHBOARDS  ANALYTICS

Support decision making

Enable local authorities to act in accordance with the principles of sustainable tourism.

Certify and support tourism companies in their efforts along the tourism value chain.

Inform travelers who wish to avoid tourist centers and have unique travel experiences in less traveled areas.

Databases

Satellites
OFFER CLIENTS A THIRD PARTY ENDORSEMENT
FLOCKEO MAP WITH TRANSPARENT AND RELIABLE DATA - WORLDWIDE

Key indicators

Results

Support decision making

A UNIQUE MAP

Support tourism companies in their efforts along the tourism value chain.

Inform travelers who wish to avoid tourist centers and have unique travel experiences in less traveled areas.

SDG
PROMOTE SUSTAINABLE DESTINATION STORIES
A MAP WITH INFORMATION DEDICATED TO CHILDREN - SERBIA and FRANCE

Key indicators

Results

AN APP FOR MUSEUMS AND SCHOOLS

Support decision making

Enable local authorities to act in accordance with the principles of sustainable tourism.

Inform travelers who wish to avoid tourist centers and have unique travel experiences in less traveled areas.

SDG
SAVE MONEY AND TIME
BECOME A REGENERATIVE DESTINATION - FOREST REGIONS, FRANCE

Key indicators
Results
Support decision making

A STUDY USING SATELLITE DATA
30% less time consuming than in-situ data

Enable local authorities to act in accordance with the principles of sustainable tourism.
Inform travelers who wish to avoid tourist centers and have unique travel experiences in less traveled areas.
The customer can access all the hotel services: room service, shuttle, laundry, concierge, ... and hotel's partners services: taxi, restaurants in the area, activities, ... as well as the means of reservation.

Hostels offer proximity to their customers in complete security and increase the use of your services.
Contact@murmuration-sas.com

Linkedin : @MurmurationSas

#traveltechnology #sustainabletourism